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METHOD

ABSTRACT
Interdisciplinary scientific research (IDR) tends to
be a seedbed for breakthroughs in science and
technology. Topic analysis in IDR can provide a
better understanding of knowledge flow among
disciplines. Keywords Plus terms annotated by
Web of Science (WoS) can capture articles’ content
and summarize their topics efficiently. In this
study, we propose a two-step model to investigate
the differences of IDR topics with interdisciplinary
degree by WoS keywords. Our study can be applied
to understand research topics of IDR and provide
suggestions to interdisciplinary researchers.

INTRODUCTION
Understanding what knowledge has exchanged
between disciplines and how research topics change
over time can help scholars better understand
knowledge structure of scientific fields and
development of new disciplines. Keywords Plus
terms provided by WoS, which capture articles’
content with greater depth and variety, make it
possible to provide systematic comparison across
various disciplines. In this paper, we focus on
articles covering various disciplines published in
PLOS One, and investigate research hotpot based on
Keywords Plus terms. We examine the distribution
of keywords in research articles with different
interdisciplinary degree. Our goal is to identify
changes of IDR topics with time and
interdisciplinary degree.

Data Preprocessing
➢Data
143, 910 articles from 2007 to 2015 - PLOS One
Keywords of articles –Web of Science.
➢Interdisciplinarity of each article

➢IDR group assignment
Articles are divided into three groups according to
interdisciplinarity: H-IDR group (the top 10%),
M-IDR group (80%) , L-IDR group (the last 10%).

Data preprocessing
Plos one
TD metric
Web of Science

Interdisciplinary degree

Keywords

IDR group assignment

RESULT
Group

Top 10 Keywords in Chi-square Score
Acute lung injury; Drug-delivery; Oxidative stress; Rna-seq; Heart-rate-variability; Metabolomics;
H-IDR
Gene-expression data; Nanoparticles;Set enrichment analysis; Regulatory networks
optical coherence tomography; Myoblast fusion; Cystic-fibrosis; ca2+-activated cl-channels;
M-IDR Filtered back-projection; Phase-iii trial; Dendritic cells; Acute lung injury; Messenger-Rna decay;
Rna-seq;
Ligand cd55;optical coherence tomography; Ca2+-activated cl-channels; Phase-iii trial; receptor
L-IDR cd97; Open-angle glaucoma; Filtered back-projection; Computed-tomography; Long-term
potentiation; Radiotherapy;
Table 1. Top 10 keywords obtained by Chi-square across three groups.

A

B

C
D

Top 10 keywords for each category
Cells; Gene-expression; Acute lung injury; Air-pollution exposure; Amorphous calciumcarbonate; Atomic-force microscopy； Drug-delivery; Electronic medical-records; Expression
data; Female physical attractiveness;
Cystic-fibrosis; Dynamics; Heart-rate-variability; Inflammation; Ischemia-reperfusion injury;
Mass-spectrometry; Maximum-likelihood; Respiratory-distress-syndrome; Complex networks;
Human-immunodeficiency-virus;
Arabidopsis-thaliana; Care; Cell lung-cancer; Computed-tomography; Developing-countries;
Mellitus; Open-angle glaucoma; Optical coherence tomography; Randomized controlled-trials;
Risk-factors;
Abscisic-acid; Basal ganglia; Beta-cell function; Event-related fmri; Long-term depression;
Long-term potentiation; Messenger-rna decay;Posterior parietal cortex; Transcranial magnetic
stimulation; Visual-cortex
Table 2. Top 10 keywords for each category
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➢Scientific articles’ topics based on Keywords Plus
terms across a multitude of fields can help to expand the
understanding of interdisciplinary research.
➢The group of H-IDR articles tends to cover more fields
and include more general keywords than the lower-IDR
articles.
➢Time series analysis provides some insight into a series
of groups identified by a cluster analysis.
➢Additional metrics might be considered to measure the
interdisciplinarity, such as indicators based on citation.
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